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Conference Schedule
Plenary Session One - Murdoch Lecture Theatre, Arts Building

9:00am Introduction - Shelley Shepherd, Master of Ceremonies

Welcome to Country - Professor Len Collard

Minister’s Address - Hon Dave Kelly MLA, Minister for Water; 
Forestry; Innovation and ICT; Science; Youth

Keynote Address

 Learnings from a leading Australian city - David Callow - Director 
Parks & City Greening, City of Melbourne 

Morning Tea : 10:25am to 10:55am

Plenary Session 2 - Murdoch Lecture Theatre, Arts Building

10:55am Gold Sponsor Address - Naomi Lawrance - Development 
Manager, DevelopmentWA - OneOneFive: Hamilton Hill - a case 
study in water sensative, climate responsive design 

Where Could All The Trees Be? - The 2020 update of green cover 
benchmarking in our cities and suburbs - Jess Miller, Project 
Director, Greener Spaces, Better Places

Lunch Break: 12:00pm to 1:00pm

Concurrent Sessions 1: 1:00pm to 2:00pm

Benefits of Trees in a Changing 
Climate

Arts Lecture Room 4

This facilitated panel session will explore the health, community 
and social benefits of urban forests, and the practicalities of this 
in the context of climate change. Panellists include, Cr Dan Bull, 
Mayor, City of Bayswater; Dr Josh Byrne, Director Josh Byrne & 
Associates.; Professor Sally Thompson, UWA; Greg Simpson, 
Murdoch University.  

A Q&A session will follow the panel disussion.

Behaviour Change & Community 
Perceptions

Arts Lecture Room 5

• Our Park, Our Place - collaboration in action - Ruth Cripps 
- Senior Program Officer, Greening Australia & Dr May Carter - 
The Behaviour Change Collaborative 

• The Deep End: deepening engagement to build support of 
Urban Forest actions - Pierre Quesnel - Senior Place Leader, 
Town of Victoria Park



Redeveloping around Trees

Murdoch Lecture Theatre

• Medium Density Code - A house for every tree - Janine Egan, 
A/Director, DesignWA, DPLH 

• Learnings to date from the implementation of statutory 
provisions for tree retention and planting during development 
- Joanne Burgess - Urban Forest Senior Project Officer, City of 
Stirling

• Not so squeezy: the SAT’s first tree canopy/deep soil are 
decision - Kemstone Investments Pty Ltd and City of 
Joondalup- Peter Wittkuhn - Partner, McLeods Barristers & 
Solicitors

Concurrent Sessions 2: 2:10pm to 3:10pm

Data and Urban Forests

Arts Lecture Room 4

• Beyond Boundaries - new spatial analysis for equitable and 
resilient greening - Karen Sweeney - Urban Forest Manager, 
City of Sydney

• The use of remote sensing in setting urban canopy targets: City 
of Canning Urban Forest Strategy - David Ford - Senior Parks 
Services Officer, City of Canning

• LGMap: exploring the urban forest layer on LGMap (formerly 
EPT) - Renata Zelinova - Business Development Officer, 
WALGA

Technical Workshop: Which Tree 
Where?

Arts Lecture Room 5

Hear from Professor Michelle Leishman, Chief Investigator of 
the Which Plant Where Project? about species selection, climate 
change and planning the future of urban forests in a drying climate. 

Following a Q&A with Michelle, a facilitated workshop session will 
focus on the development of a tree matrix for Perth and the Swan 
Coastal Plain to support Local Governments and others to identify 
the right tree for the right place.

Planting for Biodiversity

Murdoch Lecture Theatre

• How to achieve bonus biodiversity benefits from your URBAN 
FOREST STRATEGY- Dr Jane Chambers - Director, NatureLink, 
Murdoch University

• The contract growing of trees for Local Government... A 
pathway to successful outcomes - Rob Bodenstaff - Managing 
Director, Arbor Centre

• Disease management and tree resilience in WA - Professor 
Kingsley Dixon, Curtin University
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Concurrent Sessions 3: 3:20pm to 4:20pm

Latest Research

Arts Lecture Room 4

• Trees for shading and cooling paths and cycleways in 
Australian cities - A/Prof Stephen Livesley, University of 
Melbourne

• Leaf my neighbourhood alone! Predicting the influence of 
densification on residential tree canopy cover in Perth - 
Associate Professor Bryan Boruff, School of Geography UWA

• Managing urban forests in a global biodiversity hotspot: 
biodiversity and human wellbeing considerations for species 
selection - Dr Cristina Ramalho & Dr Dawn Dickinson - Clean 
Air and Urban Landscape Hub, UWA

Mixing Trees and Infrastructure

Arts Lecture Room 5

• Legitimate root zones and stormwater drainage for high-
density, maximum paved landscapes - Vic Bijl - Arborist, City 
of Belmont

• Gaining canopy and liveability through better stormwater 
management: learnings from trials and implementation within 
the City of Bunbury - Brendan Oversby - Director, Oversby 
Consulting

• Greening Perth and Protecting Infrastructure - Perry Beor, 
Senior Engineer - Asset Protection, and Adele Gismondi, 
Manager - Water Efficiency Partnerships, Water Corporation

Greenfield Development

Murdoch Lecture Theatre

• Bushmead - Dan Pearce - Partner, Hatch RobertsDay 

• MORE HARM THAN GOOD: unintended tree loss through 
contemporary planning, and possible directions for practice 
change - Peter Ciemitis - Principal, Hatch RobertsDay

• Case study – Beeliar Structure Plan tree retention (2018) and 
Cockburn’s emerging Local Planning Framework changes to 
address tree retention - Rachel Pleasant - A/Director Planning 
and Development, City of Cockburn

Sundowner: 4:30pm to 5:30pm - UWA Tavern
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Concurrent Sessions  
1:00pm

Benefits of Trees in a Changing Climate

The impacts of climate change on Western Australia are well known; 

changing rainfall patterns, rising sea levels and the increasing likelihood of 

intense weather events that all pose a threat to ‘business as usual’.

Beginning with a mediated panel session of experts from diverse 

backgrounds and followed by a mediated Q&A, this session will begin 

a conversation on the topic and will explore the health, community and 

social benefits of urban forests.

Behaviour Change & Community Perceptions

Local Governments across Western Australia have identified the key role 

trees play in our urban environments. However, the task of convincing our 

communities of their importance is an ongoing challenge. 

This session will showcase recent examples and efforts in Western 

Australia to shift these community perceptions. 

Redeveloping around Trees

Perth is on a journey of urban consolidation and the challenge to place 

47% of all new development within the existing urban landscape has 

placed considerable stress on our inner city urban canopies.

In this session you will have the opportunity to hear from the City of 

Stirling, DPLH, and McLeods Barristers and Solicitors on the realities of 

implementing statutory tree provisions in existing urban environments.
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Concurrent Sessions  
2:10pm

Data and Urban Forests

Data is a fundamental part of the planning for urban forests. It tells us 

where we are, where we are going, and helps track performance against 

targets. Highlights of this session will include new spatial analysis by 

the City of Sydney to better manage urban forests beyond traditional 

boundaries and WALGA’s LGmap urban forest layer. This session also 

includes a practical case study looking at the City of Canning’s approach 

to data monitoring to inform their urban forest strategy.

Planting for Biodiversity

Urban forests have multiple purposes and functions, including providing 

opportunities to improve the biodiversity outcomes of urban environments. 

This session will focus on strengthing participants understanding of 

the opportunities to build an areas biodiversity through their urban 

forest. Those involved in urban forest strategies, parks and garden staff, 

arboriculturalists, and environment officers will find this session useful.

Which Tree Where?

Local Governments have highlighted that there is a lack of clear guidance 

on the appropriate tree to plant in the range of urban contexts that exist on 

the Swan Coastal Plain. The need to consider soil complex, proximity of 

groundwater, planting space, the impact of roots, a drying climate and the 

primary purpose of the tree makes planting the right tree in the right place 

challenging. This session will workshop the idea of developing a ‘tree 

matrix’ that will seek to guide planting decisions. 
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Concurrent Sessions  
3:20pm

Latest Research

There is a substantial amount of research being undertaken on urban 

greening both in Western Australia and internationally. Access to these 

research findings can aid in the framing of policies and strategies, practical 

implementation, and community engagement around urban greening and 

its benefits. 

This session showcases three recent pieces of research from Australian 

academics. 

Mixing Trees and Infrastructure

Our cities are complex and crowded spaces, with competition for space 

often at a premium. Critical infrastructure is both a occupier of these 

spaces and a key contributor to this competition. Business as usual may 

not produce the space for trees or number of trees required to meet 

canopy targets and in our drying climate, it is critical that infrastructure 

incorporates water sensitive urban design elements to support liveability 

and urban greening. 

Incorporating trees into these crowded space is important, however to 

do so there needs to be an understanding of the needs of infrastructure 

providers. This session showcases recent examples of innovative 

approaches to mixing trees and infrastructure.

Greenfield Development

Current development patterns in WA highlights the need to provide level 

blocks which in turn necessitates the removal of remnant vegetation 

during subdivision. Further adding to the lack of canopy is the current built 

form of housing in WA and current trends for smaller low maintenance 

gardens. 

These factors have culminated in estates that are hot and susceptible 

to the impacts of climate change. This session will showcase recent 

examples of development that show an alternative way of  

incorporating trees into our new suburbs.


